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Obsession With Annual Growth

We live in a finite system. Our planet floats about in a bubble through nigh on infinite
space, but the planet herself is a CLOSED system; finite; period. The planet had a
beginning and she will have an end. That end may come sooner than later at the present
rate of destruction and irradiation on this planet. Some human looking entities are not in tune
with the finite aspects of this world and therefore do not consider the fact that unbridled
growth is not sustainable. There is only so much to go around and a continually expanding
population demanding ever more goods gobbles up a lot of resources which, in some
cases, are starting to come to an end. Not oil, though. More on that in a moment. The
problem lies with capitalism itself and corporations; those entities which are persons and yet
the actual living, breathing entities which operate that corporation are exempt from the
consequences of their actions. All that those creatures are concerned with is the bottom line
for their investors; of which the executives of said corporations are also members. A huge
conflict of interest and fraud exists within the corporate structures of this planet resulting in the
continued destruction of environments. The value of a living tree and clean air is not factored
into the economistsʼ equations.
CAPITALISM
In order for capitalism to work really well, one needs to make things that are consumed,
preferably as soon as possible. The best expression of Capitalism is War because
massive amounts of wealth is consumed and produced in short order. The cost to human
lives is not a factor in the equations of the war economists. Everything is calculated
according to those dry, heartless things called, actuarial tables. Human beings are merely
statistics since, after all, they are only, Goyim; Animals in Human Skin, according to the holy
book of the non humans who mostly pull the strings and sling the arrows of outrageous
International Banking and most other nefarious schemes disturbing the peace and harmony
on this sorry sphere. The planet herself should become the 111th place to expel <them>.

OIL IS NOT A FOSSIL FUEL

The planet wobbles naturally, since she is not exactly a sphere but more like a lumpy egg
in form. Since she wobbles, she distributes a natural occurring liquid mineral, much like those
lead counter weights on your carʼs wheels to keep her from wobbling. Now, with the
increasing extraction of the natural counter weights the planet is wobbling quite fiercely again.
Another reason for the increasing wobble and now also the increasing tilting on the axis
beyond 23 degrees, is the damning up of rivers which have made huge, very heavy
weights unnaturally distributed over the globe and as a result the planetʼs normal functions
are greatly compromised. When the planet wobbles a great deal, the electromagnetic field
is out of whack and hence we see ever more bizarre weather in places where such
phenomena were never recorded before, and so forth. How did the ancients manage to
control the weather? We know how they did it. Watch for future issues of Down the Rabbit
Hole and we will discuss our theory in more detail. This issue is merely a hint.

AnD NoW FoR SoMeThInG
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FUKUSHIMA
Sixth year anniversary is coming up in a little over a month from now.
The Entire Pacific Ocean has been compromised.
Life is dead along the West Coast of NORAM from California to Alaska.
DO NOT EAT SEA FOOD COMING FROM THE PACIFIC!!!
Why do people still think that nuclear power is the best way to boil water?
WHY ARE SO MANY NUCLEAR POWER PLANTS SITTING ON VERY FRAGILE ECOSYSTEMS?

Why are the creatures responsible for this horrible industry not in jail awaiting their
executions for mass murder?
WHY IS TEPCO STILL NOT OUT OF THE PICTURE?
Why is Japan Such a Fuk Up?
__________________________________________________________

LANDSCAPE AMNESIA
Do you remember what your local environment looked like ten years ago? What about, 20
or 30 years ago? Most people can barely remember last year, let alone anything beyond
that when it comes to subtle environmental changes; such as the disappearance of insects
and birds over the last number of Fuk Upped (sic) years. Lots of people, when it is
pointed out that the insects have disappeared present a dumbfounded visage. Very
dumb people say things like, ʻIʼm glad there are no insects.ʼ They have no clue what the
implications are other than how it affects them personally; as in, no insects, no mosquito
bites. No gnats. No fruit flies. No creepy crawlies. No yucky spiders and snakes. No
bees? Most of those deaf, dumb, and blind people have not noticed and do not have a
clue what that means. Some of those clueless creatures are Members of Parliament.

CLIMATE CHANGE/WHAT IS REALLY HAPPENING
Alright, weʼll let you in on our theory a little bit, regarding the pyramids. The planet is tipping on her axis
due to the redistribution of the counter weights and because of the massive artificial reservoirs.
Remember, water weighs ten pounds per gallon. The sun is hitting the Earth from a different angle than
100 years ago. Also, due to the oncoming Nibiru system, gravitational forces are slowing this planet down
with regard to her spin around her axis. The slowing down is causing the planet to wobble even more, just
as a slowing top will wobble more. The increasing wobble makes for a very unstable electromagnetic field.
Weather is an electromagnetic phenomenon which the ancients solved by placing massive, heavy
counter weights* on key points around the planet which made it possible to control the weather and with a
balanced electro magnetic field, those counter weights* which are also capacitors, gathered up and
concentrated the build up of charge and then discharged lightning out of the tops of those counter
weights. The charges, which were continually expelled around the globe in a controlled manner, traveled
along the electromagnetic grid lines and were easily harnessed for use. That is a while ago, when human
beings were much more advanced than today.
*Pyramids. They are mostly NOT tombs.
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